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SUNSET BRAND  
AND LOGO REFRESH
Sunset Transportation has undergone a 
brand refresh initiative to support our 
strategic growth, leadership expansion, 
and to capitalize on the milestone of our 
25th anniversary. We’ve put a fresh spin on 
our logo and updated our signature blue 
and orange brand colors. Read more for a 
comparison of the past and present logos, 
and the details behind our new look. 

>> CLICK TO READ MORE

SUNSET OPENS AND EXPANDS 
TWO BRANCH LOCATIONS
Sunset is growing—not only at the St. Louis 
headquarters office, but also in the Pacific 
Northwest and Great Lakes regions! Read more 
about how Sunset is expanding its footprints in 
these crucial transportation markets. 

>> CLICK TO READ MORE

KEVIN PHILLIPS EARNS 
CERTIFIED TRANSPORTATION 
BROKER (CTB) DESIGNATION
Kevin Phillips completes TIA 
Certified Transportation Broker 
requirements and joins an 
accredited group of 44 industry 
professionals who graduated with 
this distinction in March 2015.  
Read more about the CTB designation,  
and how it creates a professional standard  
of service and 3PL ethics. 

>> CLICK TO READ MORE

MARK CAMMARATA WINS ST. LOUIS BUSINESS 
JOURNAL 2015 CFO OF THE YEAR
We value our ability to deliver clear visibility and usable metrics when 
improving your supply chain. Sunset employees pride themselves on being 
the experts when it comes to measuring and calculating the numbers that 
drive your business decisions. We also believe in “walking the talk”, and we 
are proud to recognize our own chief financial officer Mark Cammarata, 
who was recently named CFO of the Year by the St. Louis Business Journal. 

>> CLICK TO READ MORE

At Sunset, we value 

our ability to deliver 

clear visibility and usable 

metrics to streamline your 

supply chain. Let us help 

keep your growing 

business on the move.#sunsetonthemove

800.849.6540  •  SunsetTrans.com

MARK
CAMMARATA

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
SUNSET TRANSPORTATION

Congratulations

2015 CFO of the Year

SUNSET SENTIMENTS
Founder Jim Williams welcomes new president 
and chief operating officer, Craig Marton. 

>> CLICK TO READ MORE

To celebrate our 25th anniversary in 2015,  
we are continuing our countdown of 25 facts 
about Sunset Transportation.

>> CLICK TO READ MORE

YEARS,
25 FACTS

TRANSPORTATION TRENDS
At Sunset, we keep an eye on 
the industry trends to better 
serve your needs.  Shifts in  
the second quarter have 

proved positive for the freight industry, with 
some resolution on the West Coast, but we face  
some regulatory changes that may impact  
your shipments concerning concealed  
damage claims.   

>> CLICK TO READ MORE
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>> CLICK TO GO BACK

To our valued customers:  
I’ve got some exciting news to share. 

As you know, Sunset has been growing. This growth has enabled us to 
provide loyal customers like you with more savings and enhanced services, 
while also recruiting excellent and experienced staff. This is our 25th year 
in business, and, as founder, I’m pleased to announce Sunset is positioned 
to successfully serve you for many more years to come.

Sunset is expanding our leadership team.

Our current leadership team is excellent, and we’re adding even more 
strength and experience. I would like to formally welcome Craig Marton 
to our senior leadership team as president and COO, and I will serve as 
chairman and CEO. 

Craig comes to us with all the right stuff! He’s got the experience to take 
Sunset to the next level, while also being a great fit for our family-owned 
culture of knowledge, integrity, and service. On top of that, Craig’s former 
company, LMC Industries, Inc., was a Sunset customer for many years, so 
he brings a powerful understanding of what our customers want and need. 

How will this affect you?

We strongly believe our customers will benefit from Craig’s leadership. 
He understands the customer’s perspective, is a strategist, and brings a 
broader business insight to Sunset. However, on a day-to-day basis, your 
interactions with our team will continue in much the same way. We hope 
this transition of leadership has been seamless, and that you’re already 
seeing some of the strategic improvements in our processes during the 
short time Craig has been on board.  

Looking ahead

As founder, it’s been wonderful to see my daughter, Lindsey Graves, 
develop a passion for Sunset and accomplish so much progress in 
operations, marketing and recruitment. Craig is also mentoring 
Lindsey to become the leader that Sunset needs in the future, ensuring 
continuity and a clear succession plan. This will enable me to focus on 
what I love—the entrepreneurial parts of the business—including the 
development of branches across the country. 

Thank you for your loyalty to Sunset over the years: without you, our 
success wouldn’t have been possible. Join me in welcoming Craig Marton 
to our leadership team!

—  Jim Williams

SUNSET SENTIMENTS
From the desk of Founder and CEO, Jim Williams 
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The second quarter has 
brought an upswing in 
shipment volumes and 
payments across the U.S., 
creating some momentum 
from a slow start in the 
first quarter of 2015. 
Transportation employment 
was up, with the majority of 
those jobs in truck driving. 
Freight spending is growing, 

albeit at a slow rate, due in part to dropping fuel prices, rising labor costs, 
and available capacity. Fast-approaching summer months pave the way for 
capital investments, improvements, and a seasonal boom for construction. 

A surge in productivity at U.S. West Coast ports has reduced cargo 
congestion and brought U.S. import cargo volumes back to normal 
following a tense eight month standoff and eventual agreement between 
the PMA and ILWU on a five-year labor contract reached in late February 
2015. The new contract will provide approximately 20,000 jobs at 29 U.S. 
ports, retroactively effective July 1, 2014 through July 1, 2019. Data from 
Global Port Tracker shows that U.S. ports handled a record 1.73 million 
twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU) in March, an increase of 33.1% over 
the previous year. Volumes also increased at other ports nationwide as 
shippers tried to avoid delays along the West Coast. Overall, volumes at 
major U.S. ports were estimated at 1.55 million TEUs, up 8.1 percent from 
2014 levels, and May volumes are forecast at 1.56 million TEUs, a 5.4 
percent increase over 2014.

>> CLICK TO GO BACK 

TRANSPORTATION 
TRENDS

CONCEALED DAMAGE 
CLAIM FILING UPDATE

Source: Cass Freight Index, TIA

Sunset Transportation alerted customers in late April regarding the 
changes made by the National Motor Freight Classification (NMFC) to 
the filing of claims for concealed damage. Previously, consignees had 
15 days from delivery to notify the carrier and file a concealed damage 
claim. The updated policy now requires all concealed damages to be 
reported to the carrier within five days of delivery. 

Key takeaways: 

1. If the delivery receipt did not note any damage, you must notify  
the carrier within five business days and file the claim as soon  
as possible for a chance at the best outcome. 

2. When you discover concealed damage, take digital photos of the 
damage and forward them to your carrier representative. They  
will forward this evidence to the delivering terminal to make  
them aware of the damage, to support your claim. 

3. You can still file a claim at any time. However, if you file six,  
or more days after delivery, it is up to the carrier’s discretion to 
honor the claim.  

4. The TIA recently completed work on the Cargo Claims Framework, 
and this invaluable member resource can be viewed under the 
members’ only section of the website by clicking here.

To file any claims on loads arranged by Sunset Transportation,  
please email Claims@SunsetTrans.com.

>> CLICK TO GO BACK

http://www.tianet.org/TIAnetOrg/docs/Frameworks/CCF_0415_TIA.pdf
mailto:Claims@SunsetTrans.com
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SUNSET BRAND AND LOGO REFRESH

As Sunset celebrates its organizational growth, and milestone 25th year in business, 
it was a natural fit for us to capitalize on the opportunity to update and modernize 
our logo and brand colors. Our goal was to keep the overall look and feel of the Sunset 
logo, without making us unrecognizable to those who have worked with Sunset for 
these many years. Our brand exploration project began in February and will continue 
through the remainder of 2015. A core team evaluated over 50 different options, with 
our final choice shown on the right. 

These slight changes include: 

• Sunset’s orange and blue colors have become slightly more muted

• A new, modern font 

• Added depth to the sun and horizon 

• The addition of the winding road signifies our 25 year journey  
and growth as a leader in transportation and logistics 

The roll out has already begun internally, and our customers will soon begin seeing this 
new logo on our website, external documentation, and customer marketing materials. 

This brand refresh is a long-term initiative, and while it  
will be a gradual change, we look forward to showcasing  
our new look to the masses in the coming weeks. Thank  
you for joining us on this great journey, and for your  
patience as we incorporate our new look in many different 
ways. We would love to hear your feedback. Email us at 
Marketing@SunsetTrans.com to share your thoughts on 
the new branding!

Past Sunset Logo and Brand Colors

2015 Sunset Logo and Brand Colors

>> CLICK TO GO BACK

Check out our new look on Sunset’s social 
media sites, and be sure to follow us  

for news and industry insight! 

mailto:Marketing@SunsetTrans.com
https://www.facebook.com/sunsettransportation
https://twitter.com/sunsettrans
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sunset-transportation
http://sunsettrans.com
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Grand Haven Team: (L to R) Christine Miller, Chad Herreman, Jamie Muzyczuk, Statia Bondurant, 
Doug Bryant, Steve Rudat and Meranda Helder

SUNSET OPENS AND EXPANDS 
TWO BRANCH LOCATIONS

Grand Haven, Michigan Office Relocation 

Sunset is continuing to grow its service and support in the Great Lakes region 
by expanding its Grand Haven, Michigan location. Led by Branch Manager 
Douglas Bryant and Operations Director Chad Herreman, the Grand Haven 
branch office has moved to a new, larger location occupying 2,100 square feet, 
and will be hiring several new staff to join the experienced team of logistics 
experts and meet growing market demand. 

Bryant and Herreman, both Grand Haven natives, have over 25 years of 
logistics and freight brokerage experience, and have managed the branch’s 
impressive growth since it became part of Sunset Transportation’s nationwide 
network in 2013. 

The new Grand Haven office is located at: 300 Washington Ave., Suite 200, 
Grand Haven, MI 49417 and can be reached toll-free at (855) 306-0335  
or by emailing GHBranch@SunsetTrans.com.

Bend, Oregon Office Now Open

The Bend, Oregon office, led by Branch Manager Steve 
Kominsky, is a forward step into the lucrative northwest 
transportation market. Occupying 1,500 square feet in 
downtown Bend, the office is hiring and looking to grow its 
presence with energetic freight representatives to provide 
solutions to all of your logistics needs.    

Through this expansion into the northwest 3PL market, 
Sunset’s customers will benefit by having greater access 
to personalized service in an area synonymous with 
transportation and logistics management.  

The new Bend office is located at: 2863 NW Crossing Drive, 
Bend, Oregon 97701 and can be reached toll-free at (888) 
908-4820 or via email at BendBranch@SunsetTrans.com.

>> CLICK TO GO BACK

“Our customers are our 
top priority, and we’re 
continually expanding our 
local footprints to better serve 
your supply chain needs. 
By growing our branches in 
Grand Haven and Bend, we 
are able to better utilize our 
national network and provide 
our customers with capacity, 
competitive pricing, and 
excellent customer service.” 

— Lindsey Graves, 
Vice President  
of Operations

Bend Team: (L to R) Steve Kominsky, Chris Papciak, Ryan Valentine  
and Dylan Lipman

mailto:GHBranch%40SunsetTrans.com?subject=
mailto:BendBranch%40SunsetTrans.com?subject=
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MARK CAMMARATA WINS ST. LOUIS  
BUSINESS JOURNAL 2015 CFO OF THE YEAR

Sunset is proud to announce that its Chief 
Financial Officer, Mark Cammarata, has been 
named 2015 CFO of the Year by the St. Louis 
Business Journal. Cammarata is being honored 
in the small corporation category as one of  
the best financial stewards in St. Louis based  
on his achievements at Sunset over the past 
several years. 

Since joining Sunset Transportation in 2006, 
Mark has played a pivotal role in the success 
and growth of the company. As a core member 
of Sunset’s five-person executive management 
team, his analysis sets the stage for budgeting, 

office and personnel expansion, employee incentives, and market share growth 
across Sunset. For all of us here at Sunset, Mark’s award is confirmation that 
our dedication to excellence is resulting in better service and stability for 
customers and employees alike. 

Mark, alongside his colleagues, family and parents, were recognized on May 21 
at a ceremony honoring this year’s winners in St. Louis. Many congratulations 
to Mark as we join in celebrating his success across our organization. 

>> CLICK TO GO BACK

To follow the lines of metrics and reporting, here are a few facts about  
Sunset Transportation, by the numbers: 

Fact #18:  In 2014, Sunset Transportation moved over 72,000 
shipments, totaling over 690,000 tons of product moved, and over 
46 million miles traveled. That’s enough miles to circle the earth 
more than 1,850 times and is 16X the weight of the steel and 
concrete used to build St. Louis’s landmark Gateway Arch.

Fact #17:  In 2014, Sunset Transportation served over 700 unique 
customers, and worked with nearly 10,000 carriers to move the 
72,000+ shipments mentioned in Fact #18.

http://www.bizjournals.com/stlouis/print-edition/2015/05/15/small-corporation-mark-cammarata-sunset.html
http://www.bizjournals.com/stlouis/print-edition/2015/05/15/small-corporation-mark-cammarata-sunset.html
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>> CLICK TO GO BACK

CELEBRATING 25 YEARS, MORE FUN FACTS  
ABOUT SUNSET TRANSPORTATION

Fact #20:  Sunset Transportation headquarters 
moved to its current location at 11325 Concord 
Village Avenue, Sunset Hills, Missouri in January 
2011, doubling in size from the previous location 
on Gravois Road. 

Fact #19: see page 8

Fact #18 & # 17:  see page 6 

Fact #16:  In late 1988, founder Jim Williams 
received a strange phone call on a Sunday night, 
from someone alleging to be the U.S. Secret 
Service. As it turns out, it indeed was the  
Secret Service, inquiring with Jim if he may be 
able to arrange transportation for Vice President 
George H. W. Bush who was arriving in St. Louis 
the following day for a political rally supporting 
his 1989 presidential bid. Through some quick 
work on behalf of Jim and a team of flatbed 
carriers in the St. Louis area (and with the help 
of current employee Lisa Cardinale’s husband 
Frank), Sunset was able to arrange 11 trailers to 
serve as the stage for Vice President Bush’s visit 
at the local carpenters union hall. Pictured at the 
right is the personal thank you note Jim received 
shortly after, dated January 6, 1989, as well as a 
photo of the St. Louis rally.  

To celebrate our 25th anniversary in 2015, we are sharing a countdown of 25 facts about Sunset Transportation. Continuing from our first quarter newsletter, 
below are facts #16-20: 

Dear Jim, 

Just a short note to let you know how 

much I appreciate your help during my 

visit to St. Louis. I know it takes a lot of 

time and effort to coordinate an event 

and your assistance helped to ensure 

that all the necessary details were 

handled properly. 

Sincerely, 

George Bush
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This past March, the TIA granted 44 industry professionals the 
designation of Certified Transportation Broker (CTB). Over 1,930 
participants have now earned the CTB designation, the only broker 
certification recognized by the 3PL industry. Sunset’s most recent 
graduate in the March 2015 class is Kevin Phillips, Senior Logistics 
Account Manager, who works directly with Sunset’s full-service 
customers within the Logistics Management team. 

To be eligible for CTB certification, one must demonstrate core 
competencies in three tested sections: brokerage and business basics, 
contracts and pricing, and regulation and legal issues. In addition, 
brokers must earn five candidate points based on professional 
experience and education, and have worked as a broker for a 
minimum one year. 

Congratulations Kevin, on this well-earned distinction!

>> CLICK TO GO BACK

KEVIN PHILLIPS EARNS  
CERTIFIED TRANSPORTATION  
BROKER (CTB) DESIGNATION

• To arrange loads: join our owner/
operator team, or to speak to one of  
our Carrier Representatives, call 
Sabrina at (314) 756-8551 or check out 
Available Loads on SunsetTrans.com. 
Access payment status through our 
Carrier Portal.

• Steer your career in the right direction 
at Sunset: We are hiring across all 
levels of the organization, and in 
several locations across the U.S.  
Please visit our Careers page on 
SunsetTrans.com to view open 
positions. Employment inquiries may 
be directed to our Recruitment Manager 
Jason Gibson at (614) 314-5284. 

• Feedback Wanted: We want to hear 
from you, our valued customers! For 
suggestions, comments, or questions, 
please email Marketing@SunsetTrans.
com. Add us to your network via the 
icons below to stay in-the-know:

Sunset Transportation Headquarters 
11325 Concord Village Ave. 

St. Louis, Missouri 63123

(800) 849-6540  |  www.SunsetTrans.com

“By having this certification, it allows our 
customers to further trust our expertise, 
and gives our employees the wherewithal 
to “walk the talk” in a very competitive 
brokerage industry. Kevin’s dedication to his 
customers and the core competencies one must 
have to earn this certification only reiterates 
our commitment to service, integrity and 
knowledge here at Sunset.”

— Mick McGrory 
Vice President 

Fact #19:  Sunset transportation has 
six CTBs on staff: Kevin Phillips, Scott 
Griffith, Lisa Cardinale, Doug Bryant, 
Chad Herreman and Mick McGrory.

http://www.sunsettrans.com/resources/available-loads/
http://SunsetTrans.com
http://www.sunsettrans.com/carriers/
http://www.sunsettrans.com/career-opportunities/
mailto:Marketing%40SunsetTrans.com?subject=Customer%20Feedback
mailto:Marketing%40SunsetTrans.com?subject=Customer%20Feedback
http://www.SunsetTrans.com
https://www.facebook.com/sunsettransportation
https://twitter.com/sunsettrans
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sunset-transportation
http://sunsettrans.com

